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Winter Sports Technology International is the definitive International publication
for ski resort design and technology. From access control, ski lifts, safety systems,
and timing technologies to architecture, maintenance technologies, snow grooming
and snow-making systems, Winter Sports Technology International features interviews
with the industry’s key figures, plus in-depth case studies on the latest venues and
technologies.

frequency

content

Winter Sports Technology International is
published bi-annually in April and October. The
April 2016 edition will also benefit from extra
distribution at Mountain Planet 2016 in Grenoble
and at the NSAA National Convention in Nashville,
TN. The October edition will be distributed at the
Ski Build Expo in Moscow.
From the October edition onwards, Winter
Sports Technology International will also now
be available in German!

Content includes in-depth case studies that
examine the latest technological breakthroughs;
interviews with the owners of the world’s most
significant ski resorts; countries in focus; and
news on latest industry trends and requirements.

New for 2016!!
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Known as a steep and deep racing
mecca, Red Mountain Resort – located
in
British Columbia (BC), Canada – has,
since
2013/2014, almost doubled its terrain
and
added snowmaking. This has opened
up
nearly 1,000 acres on a peak that was
previously only accessible to hikers and
powder hounds. Last year a further 200
acres were added. Meanwhile, additional
snowmaking facilities on the face of
Red
Mountain look set to boost its reputation
for turning out record winners.
Winter Sports Technology International
050 NOVEMBER
2015

As the skiable terrain has increased,
so
too has the profile of the resort. North
America’s third-oldest resort, which
dates
back to the Gold Rush, is now the seventh
largest in Canada with 4,200 acres of
terrain
(2,877 inbound), taking it into the top
3%
of North America’s largest ski areas in
one
fell swoop.
“We’ve done a lot of work on this resort,
but it’s been about 12 years in the making,”
admits the CEO of Red Mountain Ventures,
Howard Katkov.

On the map

Lying within the municipality of Rossland
BC, Red Mountain Resort was bought
by
a private investment group led by Katkov
in 2004. The new owners immediately
starting developing a masterplan, in
conjunction with the city, to boost facilities
on the mountain and base area, without
eroding the former mining town’s
laid-back, old town atmosphere.
It already had 1,685 acres over two peaks
(Red Mountain and Granite Mountain)
and

a reputation for epic powder and racing
glory (the Red Mountain Racers count
12
Olympians and 27 World Cup medalists
among its alumni), but the Grey Mountain
expansion – a two-year plan that boosted
inbound terrain by around 60% and
added
22 new runs – really puts it on the map.
“Grey Mountain has been a tremendous
boost to our visibility and presence and
strategically, it has opened up a lot more
intermediate skiing – which is something
that we needed,” Katkov admits. “It is
a

spectacular mountain visually and from
a ski point of view, it reaches a broader
demographic, which is exciting.”
Tucked away in the Monashee Mountain
Range, and located only 8km away from
the border with the USA, Red Mountain’s
‘steep and scary’ reputation was as much
of a deterrent as a draw, Katkov explains.
“What Grey Mountain did was to take
the
edge off that, and it has brought in a
lot
more intermediates, families and individuals
through word of mouth.”

Although the terrain on Grey Mountain
remains 70% expert, 25% intermediate
and
5% novice, the development has influenced
the percentage of expert skiers coming
to
visit the resort. Previously roughly half
of
skiers, they now account for 30%, with
35%
intermediates and the rest beginners,
states
Don Thompson, newly appointed president
of Red Mountain Ventures.
Grey Mountain’s first year saw a 20%
uplift in destination visitors, despite
poor
snow across the northwest. By August
this
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Media information

8000
circulation

*

Winter Sports Technology International is circulated globally to a hand built circulation of over 8,000 key
decision makers and specifiers within all of the world’s ski resorts. Winter Sports Technology
International is sent to named individuals and each and every copy has been either individually
requested or company requested. Global circulation is split 50% Europe, 30% North America, and 20%
rest of the world.
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ISSUE 1 April ‘Mountain Planet 2016’ edition

ISSUE 2 October 2016 edition

Features:
– Snow Making
– Digital Signage and Communication Systems
– Groomers and Mobility
– Safety and Avalanche Protection
– Summer Activities
– Weather Systems
This edition will benefit from extra distribution
at both Mountain Planet 2016, Grenoble,
France and at NSAA National Convention,
Nashville, USA

Features:
– 2017 Innovations showcase
– Snow Making
– Cable Car and Ski Lift Systems
– Design and Architecture
– Sustainability and Green Initiatives
– Ski Slope Maintenance and Marking
– Ticketing and Access Control
OCTOBER ISSUE ALSO
AVAILABLE IN GERMAN!

Media information

RATE CARD
MAGAZINE ADVERTISING DIMENSIONS
Media: advertising and editorial material should be supplied in an electronic format
Full page (trim size): 215mm (width) x 275mm (height)
Safe text area: 200mm (width) x 260mm (height)
Half page: 183mm (width) x 115mm (height)
Half page vertical: 90mm (width) x 250mm (height)
NOTE: When supplying a full page or double page spread advert, please add 3mm (0.1181 inches) of bleed on all sides of the artwork

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING RATES
Full page...................................................................................................................................................................... £3,950
Half page......................................................................................................................... ............................................£2,750
Double page spread..................................................................................................................................... ...............£5,950
Outside Back......................................................................................................................................... ......................£5,750
Inside Front................................................................................................................................................................ ..£4,950
Inside Back................................................................................................................................................................ ..£4,650
Series discounts:
2 issues.............................................................................................................................................................................5%
Magazine carrier sheet sponsorship:
1 issue .................................................................................................................................................................... ....£4,350
2 issues..................................................................................................................................................................... ..£5,650
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Not all resorts can afford to invest
in sustainability, but
grants provided by the NSAA have
enabled ski areas
across North America to start sustain
ability programs

SKI SUPPORT
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Solar panels at
Arapahoe Basin are
just the latest in a
series of measures
made possible by
NSAA Sustainable
Slopes award money
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For further information please contact:
Damien de Roche, UKIP Media & Events, Abinger House, Church Street, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1DF, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)1306 743744 Fax: +44 (0)1306 742525
email: damien.deroche@ukipme.com

Visit our website and see a fully
interactive edition of Winter Sports Technology International at:
www.ukipme.com/mag_winter.htm

